A UNIQUE APPROACH TO ALL YOUR BOOK-KEEPING AND
ACCOUNTANCY NEEDS DESIGNED FOR THE 21ST CENTURY
You throw all your relevant paperwork into the box that we provide and
collect from you weekly. Within days your data is available to you, through
our secure servers, on line anywhere and anytime that you have a broadband
connection. Unless requested otherwise, we shred the documentation
so there are no more filing and document storage problems, (a scan
of every document is accessible within three mouse clicks).
Monthly accounts incorporate clear and readily

Highly qualified Virtual Finance Directors are

understood graphic dashboards and easy to

available, by arrangement, for those crucial

understand management information. Payroll,

meetings when you need professional support.

vat, Director’s Tax Returns and Year End
Accounts are all included within the service.

Overall, a better presented package with unrivalled
ease of access, and all at a price that will be at
least 30% cheaper than your current arrangement.

For further information visit www.fpss.co.uk & contact Alan Gill at alan.g@fpss.co.uk

GET THE POWER OF THE WEB WORKING FOR YOU
DEVELOPED BY
A 10:1 Return on your Marketing Investment – We can show you how to achieve it.
The Marketing System is a complete package

Originally developed for the Hospitality market,

of online tools and support infrastructure that

the process is now being rolled-out to other

capitalises on the Information Age. Included

sectors. Taking the best of web marketing

are Website Building, Search Engine Marketing,

practice, standardising the approach and

Copywriting Services, Graphic Design and

utilising in-house resources to minimise

Branding, Customer Relationship Management,

the cost, and providing a complete support

Online Networking, Digital Media and much more.

package to guide our clients through the

We can run the entire campaign for you, or
with our training and guidance, you can
manage it yourself; either way you would

implementation, the results have been quite
outstanding; regularly delivering returns in
excess of 10:1 on the modest investment.

be in complete control.

For further information visit www.themarketingsystem.co.uk & contact Alan Gill at alan.gill@savantalan.com
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Business Solutions

Savantalan Ltd is a Business Solutions
Company, specifically structured to provide
a comprehensive business development service.

PRACTICAL ADVICE THAT WORKS
Alan Gill is a Chartered Engineer by training
and has over thirty years General Management
experience at board level, of which twenty
were as an MD/CEO, in a very wide range of
industries, products, processes and markets.
Throughout this time he has implemented
numerous Strategic Solutions, often leading
to fundamental Company Re-Structuring
programmes involving major Change

For the Managing Directors or Owners of
small and medium enterprises we aim to
offer, STRATEGIC SOLUTIONS, from initial
evaluation to full implementation for:
Specific projects to annual Support
Programmes.

discipline. This effectively means that, through
this formidable team of specialists, Savantalan
and the IIB can offer the entire range of
expertise and resources, more than equivalent
to the largest Plc’s Board of Directors, to the
smallest company or entrepeneur.
Please request a free of charge, no obligation
initial meeting to discuss your aspirations.

is that we have a London based office and

Each team member is a university graduate,

interface for Design, which doesn’t always

who has additionally gone through our own

travel well, and Technical and Commercial

internal intensive training programme, and

support that gives the same “level of comfort”

collectively we have the full range of language

as would be found with a UK based operation.

and database skills; Dot Net, Java, Cold Fusion,

You can also talk directly to our off-shore team

PHP, SQL, MySQL, Oracle, SAP etc. The team

through a London telephone number.

is fully integrated and includes Developers,
in telecommunications, in which it has an
internationally renowned prescence.

Change and Project management
for all industries and markets.
Interim Management services for short
and medium term professional cover.
Access to many cost-effective affiliated
service providers.

Does Your Business Need Improving? –
there are likely to be three key areas of your
business that you know need to be changed,
resolved, enhanced – or simply stopped.
Somehow they never get dealt with yet you
know that if they were fixed it would make a
significant difference. Whatever improvements
you want to make, we can help. Our approach

Alan Gill is an accredited
Associate of the Institute
for Independent Business.

staff in our purpose-built off-shore office.

Technical/Copy Writers.

The combined expertise of an immense
international business network.

of seasoned executives in every imaginable

A key benefit, that obviates the problems that
can be experienced by going directly off-shore,

Improved business performance.

improvements.

gives access to the world’s largest network

At Ghost-Resource we have established our
own team of more than fifty highly qualified

Quality Assurance Engineers and

Pragmatic and practical advice.

the Institute for Independent Business which

High Quality Software and
Systems development at
one third of UK prices.

Tailored, practical help and assistance
to meet your immediate & future needs.

Management for process and performance

He is an accredited executive Associate of

GHOST
RESOURCE

HAVE YOUR SOFTWARE TAILORED TO MEET YOUR NEEDS PRECISELY

Systems Architects, Project Managers,

Our sister company Amigo Software specialises

For further information visit www.ghost-resource.com & contact Alan Gill at alan.gill@savantalan.com

WHERE DO YOU WANT YOUR COMPANY TO BE TOMORROW?
NED provides an all-round solution to managing
change introduced by the complex world of
business; we operate in all market sectors
for clients with a turnover up to £100M.
NED facilitates in two ways: firstly through the

NED Directors are an extended member of

expertise of business professionals who can

your own team, sharing the load, minimising

guide and mentor businesses, and secondly

disruption and the knock-on effects of change,

through the introduction of carefully chosen

so that your Executive team can focus on core

Alliance Partners to provide those key bespoke

business activities.

solutions that are often so difficult to find.

The NED key measure of its success is the

Alliance Partners include some of the FTSE100

enhanced client performance and profitability

companies, major high street Banks and top

– a real value added proposition. – the

Accountancy practices etc.– there are no

methodology embraces all business areas

is fast thorough and no-nonsense. You

financial arrangements between NED and

and introduces the solution that the company

want your business to succeed, thrive and

the Alliance partners – thereby allowing the

needs and not what a supplier would like

prosper – so do we – that’s why we are here.

best, impartial advice.

to sell.

Fast Effective Business Improvement –
That’s what we do.

For further information visit www.nedsolutions.co.uk & contact Alan Gill at alan.gill@nedsolutions.co.uk

